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The Single Tax, November, 1901 

THE LAW OF SOCIAL LIFE.  

"I reverence the law, but not where it is a pretext for wrong, which it should be 

the very object of law to hinder. ... I hold it blasphemy to say that a man should 

not fight against authority: there is no great religion and no great freedom that 

has not done it, in the beginning."—George Eliot.  

DESPITE our continuous denunciation and condemnation of the prevailing social 

customs, laws, and institutions, we too regard the law as the sole peaceful means 

of giving effect to the ethical conceptions and principles accepted by the people, 

as the only possible means of voluntary and harmonious social life. We realise, 

however, that to be effective, to work solely for good, to promote the happiness 

and well-being of all within its sphere, the prevailing social customs, laws, and 

institutions should be shaped in accordance with some fundamental moral or 

social principle, which may serve, not only as the foundation stone, but also as 

the test-stone and touch-stone of them all. And we realise that it is in the science 

of Ethics that we have to seek the principles in accordance with which all political 

precepts, rules and regulations, or "laws," should be shaped. To our mind, politics, 

or the art of governing—of ordering and regulating the social relations and inter-

relations of mankind—is neither more nor less than the application of certain 

fundamental social or ethical principles and conceptions. And where we find 

ourselves in conflict with accepted authorities is not so much as to what this basic 

principle or conception is, but rather as to what it involves.  

In the abstract, all authorities admit that Justice, to use the words of Aristotle, "is 

the law of the social state: the very criterion of what is right." In the abstract, all 

authorities would admit that Justice means neither more nor less than the 

recognition of the equal claims of all to life, to existence. In the abstract, all 

authorities would admit that it is not sufficient to accept a truth in the abstract, 

but that, to reap the advantages obedience to it will yield, to avoid the ills 

disobedience to its dictates will bring upon us, we must seek to ascertain all that 

it involves, and to shape our actions in accordance with its demands. In the 

abstract, we say, all authorities would admit these truths, but all of them shrink 

from giving practical effect to them. Theologians, lawyers, politicians, political 

economists, even professed moralists and philosophers, act and teach as if words 
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could counteract the consequences of our deeds, as if Nature could be conquered 

by mere lip service. They all seem to have yet to learn that, though we can easily 

deceive ourselves, we cannot deceive Nature : that she demands deeds, not 

words : that, despite our wishes, our prayers and supplications, she wisely and 

justly ordains that as we sow so we shall leap: and that, therefore, license cannot 

yield the fruits of liberty, nor injustice of Justice. 

 

It is here, then, that we join issue with accepted authorities, and have to fight 

against authority. We will not deceive ourselves, nor be a party to any attempt to 

deceive nature. We demand, despite the shock it may be to existing vested 

interests—to the vested interests of those whom we have unwisely appointed to 

legislate for us and to rule over us— that the dictates of Justice shall be obeyed, 

and that our social customs, laws, and institutions shall be altered in conformity 

with her demands. And we know that Justice, the recognition of the equal claims 

of all to existence, demands that the equal claims of all to the use of the earth 

shall be recognised and respected. We know, to use the words of Henry George, 

that "poverty deepens as wealth increases, and wages are forced down while 

productive power grows, because land, which is the source of all wealth and the 

field of all labour, is monopolised. To extirpate poverty, to make wages what 

Justice demands they should be, the full earnings of the labourer, we must, 

therefore, substitute for the individual ownership of land a common ownership. 

Nothing else will go to the cause of the evil—in nothing else is there the slightest 

hope." 

 

Holding this view, believing that Justice is the law of social life, which not to obey 

is to doom our race to suffering, to extinction, we must perforce continue our 

struggle against authority until it shapes its rules, regulations, and laws in 

accordance with the dictates of Justice. Until this has been accomplished, though 

we may obey, we cannot respect or reverence the laws they impose upon us; for 

we know that they must necessarily be but " a pretext for wrong, which it should 

be the very object of law to hinder." We and our co-workers in every part of the 

civilised world have put our hands to the plough, and while life is left to us we 

shall not withdraw until our aims have been accomplished, until Justice and 
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Freedom rule supreme over the destinies of mankind, until the equal claims of all 

to life, to liberty, and to the pursuit of happiness are in fact, and not merely in 

name only, assured to all. We may be able to accomplish but little ; we shall, 

however, be more than satisfied if we are enabled to pass on the torch of Justice 

and Freedom to those who come after us, and who, under conditions made 

possible by our efforts, may carry on our work to its inevitable issue. To take part 

in such a struggle is to feel that our lives have not been lived in vain, and to show 

ourselves worthy of the struggles of our ancestors, to whose heroic efforts we 

owe such partial freedom as we at present enjoy. It is the duty of the present 

generation to show how this nominal Freedom may be converted into a reality, 

showering down its blessings on all. It may be the privilege of the next generation 

to complete our efforts, and to shape their social customs, laws, and institutions 

in accordance with the dictates of Ethics, with the demands of Justice, which is, 

always has been, and for ever will remain, the fundamental law of social life. 

 

The duty of Single Taxers is to continue to speak the truth, to spread the light, to 

make our ideas and proposals known and understood. That this is being done, 

and to some effect, no one competent to judge now disputes. The political step 

we propose, the taxation of land values, is in the very forefront of British politics. 

It must be man and her until we secure a Parliament educated and prepared to 

embody it in legislation. 

 

 


